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BY JILL NEWMAN

And also maybe on you. 
Cuffs have a lot to say—

let them speak.

The 
POWER 
Is in You

For the NAACP Image Awards 
in March, actress Tracee Ellis 
Ross wore an Elsa Peretti for 
Tiffany & Co. snake necklace 
and Bone cuffs.
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B R I G H T  T H I N G S

Cuffs are 

an unapologetic 

style statement. 

They’re the 

iconography of 

female power.”

Long before Bulgari made it a house signature 
in the 1940s, the serpent had been an alluring 
and seductive symbol for centuries. The figure 
can be traced back to the Hellenistic period; it 
loomed especially large in ancient Greek and 
Roman mythology. Then there was Elizabeth 
Taylor, who gave the motif’s appeal a jolt when 
she wore a coiled gold snake armband in 1963’s 
Cleopatra. Its magnetism hasn’t waned since.

Bulgari has continually revisited the theme 
in glamorous jewels, watches, and accessories. 
Recently, the maison tapped Mary Katrantzou 
to design a capsule collection of handbags 
(and a fragrance) featuring the iconic snake, 
which the Greek fashion designer did with her 
signature use of exuberant color and pattern. 
“The Serpenti holds powerful meaning to me 
personally as a symbol of rebirth and transfor-
mation, and that is so relevant at this moment,” 
says Katrantzou, whose unforgettable 2019 
couture show at the Temple of Poseidon in 
Athens featured archival high jewelry pieces 
on loan from Bulgari. “More than ever, luxury 
pieces will need to tell a story and connect with 
us in a way that feels personal.” 

The centerpiece of the new collection is 
an oversize snake head minaudière that was 
inspired by a 1968 harlequin timepiece—a 
master class in Bulgari craftsmanship, each 
individual scale hand-painted in enamel and the 
clasp a forked tongue. The leather handbags 
feature a fully articulated snake top handle that 
is as tactile as a coiled Serpenti necklace, while 
another style is embellished with a mosaic of 
embroidered butterflies. Instilling even more 
meaning in the project: A portion of bag sales 
will go to the Naked Heart Foundation.

Jewelry’s premier serpentine mascot 
undergoes a high fashion 

transformation.

R E N E W A L  N O T I C E

I
n the Marvel superhero flick Black Panther, 
the kingdom of Wakanda’s fiercest war-
riors are all women. The group, known as 

the Dora Milaje, are characterized by their red 
and gold outfits, for which veteran costume 
designer Ruth E. Carter took inspiration from 
the Turkana and Maasai cultures of Kenya. 
Reinforcing their battle gear were stacked 
neck rings and matching cu�s by designer 
Douriean Fletcher that call to mind the Nde-
bele women of South Africa. Then there is 
Wonder Woman, a master at harnessing the 
potential of cu�s—hers repel bullets, a�er 
all. In the latest installment of her franchise, 
Wonder Woman 1984, Gal Gadot doesn’t just 
sport cu�s for protection on the job, she also 
incorporates the power piece into her o�-
duty look, in the form of—what 
else?—Elsa Peretti’s Bone cu�.

It’s hardly a coincidence, 
then, that as we prepare for 
the transition back to IRL 
socializing, cu�s are enjoying 
a renaissance. See: the spring/
summer runways of Louis Vuit-
ton, Chanel, and Chloé. Jewel-
ers too are heralding the come-
back with stylish new designs, 
some decorated with colorful 
gems, others studded with sleek 
black diamonds. 

Call them armor for stepping out into the 
world again, or symbolic expressions of lib-
eration (at last), or maybe it’s just a simple 
desire to feel sexy and invincible. Or, better 
yet, all of the above. “Cu�s are an unapolo-
getic style statement,” says Nico Landrigan, 
president of Verdura. “I see them as a wink 
and nod to what has come before. They’re 
the iconography of female power.”

The ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and 
Romans brandished cu�s as status markers 
and talismans of protection. Centuries later, 
Coco Chanel showed her inimitable inde-
pendent streak by taking apart the jewels 
she received from her lovers, among them 
Russia’s Grand Duke Dmitri, and asking her 

friend Fulco di Verdura to create something 
new. So was born Verdura’s iconic Maltese 
cross cu�s, which Chanel wore everywhere, 
from beach to black tie, always as a pair and 
most certainly as constant reminders of her 
self-determination. Even her equally singu-
lar contemporaries, like Nancy Cunard, Mil-
licent Rogers, and Helena Rubinstein, rarely 
le� their wrists bare.

Cu�s were also Buccellati’s best-sellers, 
according to patriarch Andrea Buccellati, 
who continues to create new renditions of 
the house signature. “When I draw cu� brace-
lets, I have the possibility to express all the 
fundamental concepts of the maison’s work-
manship,” he says. “The surfaces are wide, so I 
can combine openwork and tulle techniques 

with the engraving, and play 
with colored stones.”

Not surprisingly, the last 
major cu� revival took place in 
the 1970s, another time defined 
by liberation, when they 
became inextricably linked to 
the feminist movement. Van 
Cleef & Arpels, for example, 
created a series of handwrought 
cu�s in gold that were favored 
by Jackie Onassis. But it was 
Elsa Peretti who really captured 

the essence of the era with the sensuous, sculp-
tural Bone cu� that she designed for Ti�any 
& Co. It embodied the ’70s spirit with a min-
imalist form that molded to the curves of the 
wrist. For the collection’s 50th anniversary 
last year, Ti�any released new models, includ-
ing sterling silver, gold, and copper iterations 
studded with stones of turquoise, jade, and 
obsidian. “The Bone cu� is indicative of such 
a strong sense of style,” says celebrity stylist 
Karla Welch, who accessorized Tracee Ellis 
Ross with a gold pair for the NAACP Image 
Awards in March.

In other words, this summer the message 
is clear: Cu�s will be key emblems of post-
pandemic freedom, especially when worn 
as a set.�

VERDURA WHITE CUFF �$58,500� AND BLACK CUFF �$56,500�, VERDURA.COM. LAUREN ADRIANA CUFF, 
FREDLEIGHTON.COM. BUCCELLATI CUFF, BUCCELLATI.COM. HEMMERLE  CUFF, HEMMERLE.COM. MESSIKA PARIS CUFF 

�$32,800�, MESSIKA.COM. TODD REED CUFF �$15,720�, TODDREED.COM

MARY KATRANTZOU X 

BULGARI  SPECIAL EDITION 
MINAUDIERES �$3,950 EACH�, 
BULGARI.COM


